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About the Program
We Matter

We Matter is a national Indigenous-led organization dedicated to Indigenous 
youth support, hope and life promotion. Our founding project is the We Matter 
Campaign – a national multi-media campaign in which Indigenous role models 
and allies submit short video, written and artistic messages sharing their own ex-
periences of overcoming hardships and communicating with Indigenous youth 
that no matter how hopeless life can feel, there is always a way forward.

National Ambassadors of Hope

The National Ambassadors of Hope program was created in response to the 
high and increasing demand and need for We Matter’s Indigenous youth-spe-
cific mental health and life promotion workshops, presentations and resources. 
As small team, We Matter did not have the capacity to be continuously travel-
ling cross-country to deliver in-person sessions while maintaining our general 
outreach. We also wanted to be able to train, support and amplify the incredi-
ble young Indigenous changemakers across the country to be the ones sharing 
messages of hope, culture and strength with their own peers and communities. 
This led to the development of a mentorship program, completely focused on 
strengths-based Indigenous youth-to-Indigenous youth support. 2019/2020 
saw the launch of the first National Ambassadors of Hope program pilot year.

National Ambassadors of Hope are First Nations, Inuit and Métis youth ages 16-
26 who share messages of hope, culture and strength within their own commu-
nity and surrounding region. Using We Matter Toolkits, and with support from 
the We Matter team, they deliver presentations on hardship, hope, and healing 
across schools and communities. They live by example in order to inspire and 
connect with other Indigenous youth, break mental health and suicide stigma, 
and promote healthy communities. 

We also wanted to be able to train, support 
and amplify the incredible young Indigenous 

changemakers across the country to be the ones 
sharing messages of hope, culture and strength with 

their own peers and communities. 
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What do National Ambassadors of Hope do?

• Attend a week-long National #HopeForum Training in order to equip them 
with the skills, knowledge, confidence and support needed to become We 
Matter Ambassadors;

• Deliver presentations and sharing sessions in communities, schools, cen-
tres, and gatherings within their region;

• Encourage others in becoming comfortable to use We Matter Toolkits to 
start discussions on hardship, hope and healing; 

• Equipped with the materials, resources, swag, and support from We Mat-
ter needed for sharing messages of hope, culture and strength; 

• Participate in regular check-ins and Monthly Meetups throughout the year 
• Connect, share, and build relationships with each other; 
• Are active and visible helpers, leaders, and changemakers; 
• Are mentored throughout the year, staying in touch regularly with the We 

Matter team and fellow youth Ambassadors.

Application Process
Participants for the National Ambassadors of Hope (AOH) program were select-
ed through a three-step application process which required a video submission, 
written questionnaire, and registration waiver.  A national public callout for ap-
plications was launched on March 6th, 2019 and with an outreach engagement 
of 45,000 people, many Indigenous youth across the country expressed interest. 
Although we were planning to recruit 25 initial youth for the pilot year, due to the 
quantity and quality of applications, 34 youth from almost every region (prov-
inces & territories) across the country ended up being selected to attend the 
national #HopeForum training. Of these 34 youth, 32 continued on beyond the 
#Hopeforum, with approximately 20 youth being active within their roles as Am-
bassadors throughout the year from start to wrap-up. We are so grateful for every 
level of engagement by the Ambassadors throughout the year, and are super 
proud of those who had to step aside for other commitments such as school or 
employment opportunities!

A national public callout for applications was 
launched on March 6th, 2019 and with an outreach 
engagement of 45,000 people, many Indigenous 

youth across the country expressed interest.
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#HopeForum
Details

From May 27th-31st 2019, We Matter brought together 34 Indigenous youth 
from across the country to Winnipeg, Manitoba for the 5-day We Matter & Face-
book #HopeForum: National Ambassadors of Hope Training.  The goal of this 
#HopeForum was to build relationships with the Ambassadors; provide educa-
tional training and skills-based capacity development; and prepare the Ambas-
sadors to step into their new roles and facilitate their own Hope, Culture, Strength 
sessions within their own regions throughout the upcoming year.

The #HopeForum took place at the Radisson Hotel in downtown Winnipeg and 
we spent one day at Creative Manitoba. Additional support people to the We 
Matter Team included Elder Albert McLeod from the Winnipeg area, Cultural 
Support Person Terrance Thomas, and a 
designated active listening and support 
We Matter staff person for the youth in 
attendance. A self-care corner was creat-
ed for the youth, and the sessions varied 
from circle format, small and large group 
sessions, and interactive activities, all 
with an Indigenous worldview in mind. 
There were a number of guest facilitators and artists throughout the week to fa-
cilitate workshop sessions, as well as a fun night of performance by Cody Coy-
ote which included a talent showcase, and a professional photoshoot by Nadya 
Kwandibens of Red Works Photography.

Sessions and Guests

Ambassadors engaged in over 20 reflection, workshop and training sessions 
over the 5-days in Winnipeg.  Here’s a taste of some of the excitement!

The goal of this #HopeForum 
was to build relationships 
with the Ambassadors.

Getting Ready for the Talent Showcase!

To learn more about the #HopeForum and the sessions that were 
offered, see the #HopeForum Summary! 

2SLGBTQ+ Identities and Support Session

Self-Care Session with Jack.Org

Dance Party at Cody Coyote’s Concert

Life Promotion Session with Feather Carriers Decolonizing Education Session

http://wemattercampaign.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/wm_2019_aoh_hopeforum_summary.pdf
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Monthly Meetups
Themes &Topics
Here you will find the themes and topics for the Monthly Meetups that we had 
throughout the year and clippings that reflect those themes.

June 2019

August 2019

July 2019

#HopeForum Debrief, 
Resource Lists and Self 
Care Plans

“Think about how you 
might feel before and after 
a presentation and make a 
list of people you can talk 
to and things you can do 
to help take care of your-
self in those moments.” 
(AOH Lead Quote)

Planning for AOH 
Engagements

“I’ve been working with some 
youth 1-on-1 with materi-
als.  Only barrier is that the 
camp happens in the bush 
so getting a strong enough 
signal for hot spot. So far 
has taken bits of material for 
1-on-1 with youth.  The youth 
actually do watch the videos 
and connect, the videos are 
truly helpful.” (AOH Quote)

Planning for The Grizzlies Partnership

“Brainstorming what you can do to host a movie screening and how:
• Community theatres in Saskatoon would be cool for hosting;
• Clubs on university campuses, do screening and discussion;
• Local friendship centre can do couple screening nights;
• Open with a prayer, have elders and knowledge keepers by exit so 

care person can support folks, travelling song and closing prayer;
• Debriefing convo, pair with hope, culture, strength session;
• For practice you can host in your own house with friends and snacks 

to see what it might be like when you do it with a larger group;
• Get treats and set up a comforting environment” (Clipping from 

Monthly Meetup Notes).
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September 2019

January 2020

December 2019

October 2019

November 2019

Social Media Package

HOLIDAY BREAK

New Year Check-in and 
Planning

Planning AOH 
Engagements/
Funding!

Planning Next #HopeForum, Support 
for The Grizzlies and Engagements

“In September I did 
presentation at the old 
school.  I felt anxiety but 
worked through it, and 
had lots of encourage-
ment!” (AOH Quote)

“Have 2 or 3 [workshops] sched-
uled for this month, and the one 
school cancelled again for a 2nd 
or 3rd time.  It’s upsetting be-
cause it’s my home community. 
They keep hesitating to show 
the film and the teachers are just 
afraid to talk about mental health 
and suicide.” (AOH Quote)

Some reflections on improvements, new ideas 
or favourite pieces from last year to include: 
Alumni hosted event; shorter days; sitting at 
table with opportunity to doodle/craft (tables 
in rectangle so we can still be in circle), the 
Art or Craft of Storytelling (what stories to tell, 
how to get a message across); optional things 
in the morning to get people going (morning 
medicine walk, walking on the land, time with 
nature, sunrise ceremonies); returning am-
bassadors potentially volunteering (getting 
people to breakfast etc); evening or day with 
mock workshops (past ambassadors can help 
facilitate); Clear directions on how to contact 
schools and asking for honorarium etc.; More 
time/space/chill time; on the land. (Clipping 
from AOH Monthly Meetup Notes)

http://wemattercampaign.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/ambassadors_of_hope_social_media_package_copy.pdf
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Successes, Challenges 
and Updates, Debriefing 
and Supporting Youth ie. 
Wet’suet’en Injustices

Year End 
Celebration

COVID-19 Support

Knowledge Reflection

“What’s something you’ve learned or been made 
aware of through COVID-19?”
 “Patience.  Don’t really have a choice but to be pa-
tient. Learn to relax more instead of always trying to 
do things for other people or in general.  Learning to 
get to things done and take initiative.” (Q&A)

“Getting out of bed, having 
a shower, brushing your 
teeth is a win! Understand-
ing that productivity is 
different each day. We’re not 
perfect, we all have our de-
mons that we deal with. We 
all have our own capacities!” 
(AOH Quote)

“I’m having a lot of people 
asking me to do things 
really last minute and not 
knowing what to do be-
cause of funding that way.” 
(AOH Quote)

February 2020

March 2020

May 2020

April 2020
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OVER

ADDITIONAL
STUDENTS REACHED

Engagements 
Numbers at a Glance

35

550+

$36,191$8,973

1100
delivered by National 
Ambassadors of Hope

PRESENTATIONS 
AND WORKSHOPS YOUTH REACHED

SPENT ON SUPPORTINGSPENT ON PROVIDING

in Extended School Workshops supported 
by Ambassadors with 2 communities in crisis 

Toolkits and Swag for youth and 
communities Ambassador Engagements through travel, 

honorariums, and supplies

nationally through Ambassador 
engagements
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Buffalo Lake Metis 
Settlement

Trout Lake

Enoch Cree 
Nation

North 
Battlefor

Fort McKay

Kitchener

Mississaugas of 
the New Credit 

Nation

Kangiqsuijuaq

Saullt Ste
Marie

Niagara on the Lake

Sheshatshiu

Tobique
Frist Nation 

Prince
Albert

Brandon

Grand
 Rapids

Opaskwayak 
Cree Nation

Fox Lake

Sapotweyak
Cree Nation

Hearst Temiscaming 
First Nation

Gatineau

Edmonton, AB x2
Buffalo Lake Metis Settlement, AB
Thunder Bay, ON
Fox Lake, MB
Winnipeg, MB x2
Sheshatshiu, NL
Brandon, MB
Tobique First Nation, NB
Enoch Cree Nation, AB x2
Temiscaming First Nation, QC
Fort McKay, AB
Trout Lake, AB
Chisasibi, QC x2
Grand Rapids, MB
Opaskwayak Cree Nation, MB x3

Sapotweyak Cree Nation, MB
Sault Ste Marie, ON x3
Hearst, ON
North Battleford, SK
Kangiqsuijuaq, QC
Saskatoon, SK
Toronto, ON
Niagara on the Lake, ON
Kitchener, ON
Prince Albert, SK
Gatineau, QC
Mississaugas of the New Credit Nation, ON

Locations of Engagements
Many more workshops were planned to take place, however due 
to COVID-19 they were cancelled or postponed to future dates.

• School Workshops;
• Hope, Culture, Strength Sessions introducing We Matter and resources;
• Conferences or Keynote Speeches;
• We Matter Toolkit Lessons;
• Extended School Workshops for Communities in Crisis;
• The Grizzlies Screenings and Debriefs.

Many communities received a combination of these topics!

Some Gatherings and Keynotes included:
NDP Saskatchewan Annual Convention
Metis Women’s Policy Forum
Metis Youth and Elder Gathering

Types of Engagements included:
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The organizer wants me 
to come back for more 

presentations and invited 
me to attend the class’ 

graduation!

Did it as a circle and it 
flowed really naturally. 
People really enjoyed 

the videos.

Seeing the kids be so emotional 
because it shows they are 

actually listening and it meant 
something to them, and they 

can express that in that space.

Talking about the 
presentation before and how 
they were going to go into it. 
Going over it in order to feel 

comfortable and prepared 
but able to go with the flow.

The feeling that she got when it 
ended.  After a really successful 

workshop you just feel really filled 
with love and happiness and happy you 
got to meet all these amazing people.

Proud of the improvisation skills, 
being able to adjust to different 

situations and groups. Didn’t know 
what she was walking into and 

being able to handle the topics in 
age appropriate ways and seeing 

how to do that.

A lot of people were 
interested in the campaign 
and started following the 

social medias.

The students welcoming me into 
their space and respecting me, they 

don’t get presentations much like 
the school it meant a lot that they 
welcomed me in and trusted me.

4 or 5 kids came up at the 
end and asked personal 
questions which showed 
they were interested.

Sitting in at conferences is 
good exposure… especially 

educational settings. Would be 
interested in doing that again.

Explaining the 
#HopePact.

Youth were really 
receptive and 
encouraging.

Using 
storytelling.

At the end had one of the 
coordinators come up and said, 
“this resonates with a lot of the 

children we see here.

There was a youth who shared 
their story. Felt proud of them and 

myself for being able to create 
a safe space where they felt 

comfortable to share, and proud of 
them for sharing so strongly.

When looking at people 
they were listening, and 
emotional and I could tell 
that I had their attention.

I loved doing the exercise 
where they had to write about 

the things they enjoy about 
themselves, those things are 

what make them special.

Our Successes
During our on-on-one check-ins, Ambassadors shared these highlights:
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Going over the 
presentation beforehand 
to do a refresher might 

be helpful.

I’d like to get used 
to improvising and 
filling in spots in 

the moment.

I would have all of the links 
ready so it’s easy to track them 

down and play, and plan the 
timeframe a little bit better.

There were 
some technical 

difficulties so set 
up earlier.

I’d consider 
the timing of 
the event for 
attendance.

Do more age specific 
activities to keep 
people interested.

I’d include more 
interactive 
activities.

Adapting to changes and not 
being able to use videos last 
minute.  How do I make the 
presentation pop more for 
the youth since I don’t have 

the videos.

I would not be leaning 
on the notes so much. 

Putting them point form 
and in my own words.

Having more engagement with 
the different topics, encouraging 
more dialogue and conversation 

with the youth instead of 
preaching or talking at them.

Can be more meticulous about 
planning the workshop and sharpening 
up the discussion on different topics. 

Would improve the storyline and 
picking out the key points of what to 
touch on, following a timeline rather 

than jumping back and forth.

Understanding your setting. 
Classrooms are challenging 

and create a certain dynamic.

Thinking about the youth and 
their comfort levels.  Didn’t 

realize how uncomfortable they 
might be with the age ranges 
for example.  What is more 

comfortable with us vs what’s 
more comfortable for them.

Looking into the community beforehand, 
asking questions about the community, 

community strengths and supports. 
Making the time afterwards for 

discussion and to stay back and talk to 
people or answer questions.  Not be so 

rushed. Taking breaks.

Having more 
confidence in 

myself to be able to 
manage the group.

Our Challenges & Lessons Learned
The one-on-ones also gave Ambassadors a chance to reflect on some 

areas of improvement and lessons that were learned:
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The Grizzlies Partnership
Details
In 2019, We Matter was approached by Hello Cool World on behalf of The Griz-
zlies movie to partner on outreach to Indigenous youth and communities in a 
safe way. The movie shares the story of Kugluktuk, Nunavut – an Inuit commu-
nity that went from having one of the highest suicide rates to one where youth 
voices came together to create change in the community for years to come, 
through the power of sport. 

With a grant from the Inspirit Foundation, We Matter was able to purchase a 
DVD for each Ambassador in order to be able to host screenings and discus-
sions with youth, schools and communities. A special Ambassadors Grizzlies 
Screening Toolkit  was developed in partnership with Hello Cool World, in or-
der to support youth to use the movie to facilitate important conversation on 
hardship, hope and healing in addition Hope, Culture, Strength Sessions.  

11 screenings were hosted between December and March

Screenings were hosted in:

Trout Lake
Fort McKay

Mississaugas of 
the New Credit 

Nation

Saullt Ste
Marie

Grand
 Rapids

Opaskwayak 
Cree Nation

Sapotweyak
Cree Nation

Thunder Bay, ON
Fort McKay, AB
Trout Lake, AB
Chisasibi, QC
Grand Rapids, MB
Opaskwayak Cree 
Nation, MB x2
Sapotweyak Cree 
Nation, MB
Winnipeg, MB

Sault Ste Marie, ON
Mississaugas of the 
New Credit Nation, 
ON

http://wemattercampaign.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/grizzlies-wematter_youth_screening_toolkit_final.pdf
http://wemattercampaign.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/grizzlies-wematter_youth_screening_toolkit_final.pdf
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Some really receptive people 
and they reached out to Rain 
afterwards wanting access to 
the movie.  An Inuk person 

in particular really loved it. – 
Ambassador of Hope

We had a diverse group of 
attendees, and had good 

discussions following the movie. 
– Ambassador of Hope

One of the girls approached 
me and asked me to do an 
event again and that she 

really enjoyed being there. 
– Ambassador of Hope

It was nice connecting with 
people after and talking about 
how powerful the movie is. – 

Ambassador of Hope
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Knowledge Reflection
We Matter spent time on the April Monthly Meetups to do some knowledge 
reflection with the National Ambassadors of Hope, to reflect on where they’ve 
come throughout the year, and how we did at meeting some of our goals for 
the program. Specifically, we were looking at:

1. Increased knowledge of Indigenous mental health, hope, and healing
• How to support self;
• How to support others;
• How to support community.

2. Improved youth confidence and capacity with
• Facilitation/Public speaking;
• Self/Identity;
• Supporting others with diverse experiences;
• Sharing resources. 

3. Improved connections between diverse Indigenous youth

4. Increased feelings of representation and cultural pride of and among 
Indigenous youth

5. Increased sense of hope that healing is possible

We had a discussion-based conversation that flowed through these topics, 
and general improvements or additional things that we should consider for 
moving forward in the National Ambassadors of Hope program. The following 
pages reflect pieces of these conversations and how the Ambassadors feel we 
did in meeting these short-to-medium term goals.

Out of 12 Ambassadors who participated in the 
knowledge reflection calls, ALL felt like they had:

an increased 
understanding of 

Indigenous mental health, 
hope and healing

an increased capacity with 
facilitation or public speaking, 

self-identity, supporting others 
with diverse experiences, and 

ability to share resources

acquired an improved 
connection with 
Indigenous youth

increased feelings of 
representation and cultural 
pride from their experience 

as an AOH, and

an increased 
sense of hope that 
healing is possible
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I always knew about intergenerational 
trauma and colonialism and that it 

impacted us. When Kelvin and Tunchai 
presented at the #HopeForum is 

weaved it all together and increased 
my awareness.

The #HopeForum in general was 
helpful, connecting with others and 

listening to other ambassadors speak 
about overcoming their hardships.

I had an understanding of mental health, 
the more I got to know people through 

We Matter I was able to listen to 
other people’s stories and hear about 
their experiences which furthered my 

understanding. We Matter gave me the 
resources to help people in need!

Understanding mental health, 
hope and healing allows me 
to advocate for indigenous 

youth and spread those 
positive messages.

Increased understanding of 
mental health has helped 
me with my own personal 

growth and helping others!

Having a better understanding 
makes it so we go back into our 
own communities and regions and 

effectively deliver workshops!

The kiddos in my community have more 
confidence in themselves and are able to 
express what they’re going through, I’m 
able to deliver WM videos to commu-
nities better - youth feelings are more 

validated by presentations!

Youth in my community were able to see 
someone young speak about hope, culture and 
create safe spaces for difficult conversations. 
Youth were able to see it’s good to have those 

conversations! Lots of youth were shy and 
reserved - by the end of the presentation they 

felt comfortable in the space.

I felt that the toolkits for 
facilitators/teachers and support 
worker books were very valuable 
and provided a lot of guidance 
– I was able to share those 

resources with a lot of people.

Support from We Matter 
and other Ambassadors 

and the bonds with other 
folks have been helpful in 

my personal life.

My public speaking ability 
has increased, it helped me 
connect with youth more 
and address my shyness.

I now have more 
tools in my toolkit 
- able to educate 
more effectively!

The ability to make new 
connections came from the 
#HopeForum, and I was able 
to make connections with 

youth during presentations.

I was able to bond with other 
folks at the #HopeForum and 

other events. It gave me a new 
confidence and made me an open 
book and a resource for youth in 

my respective community.

At the #HopeForum I was able 
to learn on a whole new level. 

The #HopeForum was life 
changing! Built new family and 
heard amazing stories and felt 

supported.

I didn’t grow up in my reserve, so I 
didn’t always understand where youth 
were coming from. I learnt so much at 
the #HopeForum - learnt that there 
everyone is different and was able to 

apply training from the #HopeForum. It 
was eye opening, helped teach me about 
boundaries, pronouns and two spirited 

folks in my community.

I learned a lot from 
the experiences and 
stories of the other 

Ambassadors.

Having connections helps 
with feeling isolated 
- connections made 

with youth during the 
presentations is fulfilling.

Here are some reflections shared by the Ambassadors:
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Before I was involved with We Matter 
I wasn’t into doing community events, 

I didn’t see the power of doing 
community work! It helps elevate 
someone’s feeling of self-worth.

At a presentation a racist 
comment was directed to me, I 

was able to turn it into a teachable 
moment, and was a big learning 

moment for me.

I increased my understanding 
of hope and healing at the 
#HopeForum - Learning 

about boundaries! Setting 
them with friends & family. 

Learning to say ‘no’.

All the knowledge learned with We 
Matter and AOH has trickled down 

throughout my life. Has greatly helped 
with my work, learning how to have 
difficult conversations with some of 

the young folks that participate.

We Matter & AOH has helped me heal 
and understand why things are the way 
they are! Why certain stigmas exist! I 
have an increased understanding of In-
digenous perspectives on mental health, 

rather than “institutional” views.

I’ve learnt that I have FASD, had a big im-
pact on my mental health and it impacted my 
mental health for awhile. I am able to speak 

out on it! Bring humanity to the subject. This 
is who I am. Making the video, I felt very 

emotional, I was worried about how my family 
would react to it. My family is very proud of 

my courage to speak up.

The Hope Ambassadors guide and 
practice with each other helped 
me to feel more prepared and 

increase my capacity! Debriefs and 
self-reflection questions Chelsea 

asked were helpful!

What contributed to my learning? The Hope 
Ambassadors guide, after each presentation I 

delivered I got better at speaking and explaining 
my story. Enjoying the nerves of public speaking! 
Enjoyed Chels’ presentation about gender roles 
and sexuality: very complex and learned soooo 
much! Sharing circles - they facilitated culture 

and learning into my presentations.

Doing presentations with 
the We Matter team 

members helped me grow.

The presentations helped me learn, 
it was a good speaking experience. 

Especially speaking about my FASD and 
increased understanding about hope! A 
step forward to “Self-actualization”.

We Matter assisted and help expand my 
understanding about more complexities 

that exist in society, which helped 
connect me to other youth.

We Matter assisted and help expand 
my understanding about more 

complexities that exist in society, 
which helped connect me to other 

youth.

We Matter helped me feel 
comfortable in accepting 
who we are! Everything is 

changing. It’s helping me walk 
in both worlds.

Indigenous mental health crisis is 
negatively portrayed in the media, 
seeing everyone coming together 

and talking about what they’re 
doing in their communities showed 

me that there is hope.

I loved seeing everyone 
at the #HopeForum, being 
indigenous looks different 
across the entire country! 

Each nation is unique!

Getting out of bed, having a shower, 
brushing your teeth is a win! 

Understanding that productivity is 
different each day. We’re not perfect, 
we all have our demons that we deal 
with. We all have our own capacities!

Monthly check ins, keeping the discus-
sions moving forward from the #Hope-

Forum and seeing folks at different 
events helped me feel connected!

Being with 32 other indigenous 
youth change makers felt really good 
(#HopeForum). The networking and 

connections on social media was 
awesome! Great seeing people continue 
to grow and create change on socials.

Hearing everyone’s stories 
and what they’re doing in their 

communities gave me hope!
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Feedback for Improvement Moving Forward

Upping the online 
engagement is important, 

giving prompts helps people 
expand and improve their 

personal online engagement.

Throughout the year could 
there be refresher training 

sessions with guest speakers? 
Microsoft teams could be used 
as a platform for folks to chat!

Enjoyed being able to 
message WM team members 

on Facebook to ask for 
guidance and stuff!

We need to have a crisis 
plan; we talk about a lot of 

triggering stuff and it can be 
draining. How can we make 

WM bigger and better?

Moving Forward
We Matter is always dedicated to improving our programs and learning new 
ways to better support the Indigenous youth we work with. The 2019/2020 
National Ambassadors of Hope program year was the pilot year for the pro-
gram, where we launched this brand new program from scratch. This meant 
that there were many learnings we had throughout the year, all of which were 
so important to ensuring we can continue the program for years to come in 
safer, more accessible, and better ways. 

#HopeForum
The #HopeForum provided the kickoff to the entire year of the program, 
setting the stage for everyone. This was a big learning for the We Matter team, 
in how to structure a training gathering that meets the needs of many diverse 
youth.
Some key things that we will improve upon for next time include:

• Shortening the days and providing more break times for youth throughout 
the days;

• Providing more opportunities for youth to process and debrief from heavy 
and triggering conversations and sessions, as well as more guided self-
care activities;

• Evening activities every night rather than just on a couple of the days, in 
order to have a safe space for youth to gather;

• Having youth (youth involved in other We Matter programs) involved more 
in session planning and facilitation;

• Incorporating more opportunities to engage with various culture activities 
that reflect the diversity of Métis, Inuit and First Nations youth;

• Hosting the gathering away from an urban city, where youth feel safer and 
more connected to their surroundings.
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COVID-19
At the beginning of 2020, we became aware of the COVID-19 virus. In the mid-
dle of March, the World Health Organization declared this a pandemic, which 
was quickly followed by many recommendations around the globe to limit 
gatherings and go into social isolation. 
This was then followed by mass closures and shutdowns of travel, events and 
gatherings, employment and services. We Matter, just like many other organi-
zations, found ourselves in the position of having to alter or cancel our existing 
events and engagements. Due to the recommendations by the government 
and health officials, we communicated with the Ambassadors that all in-person 
engagements will be put on hold for the inevitable future in order to ensure the 
safety of the Ambassadors and their communities. 

This resulted in the cancellation of many engagements, and we began to shift 
to an online focus so that communities can still be supported, especially with 
the heightened need due to the pandemic. Throughout the end of the program 
year we increased the amount of online calls with Ambassadors for support and 
provided various options for them to increase their own online presence and 
support for their communities as well. COVID-19 has also resulted in the post-
ponement of the 2020 #HopeForum, therefore the second year of the National 
Ambassadors of Hope program will focus more on online engagement and 
interaction.

We Matter, just like many other organizations, found 
ourselves in the position of having to alter or cancel 
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Throughout the end of the program year we 
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options for them to increase their own online 

presence and support for their communities as well.
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Changes from Year 1
During the first year of the AOH program we learned that having initial online 
interaction to ensure Ambassadors are committed to the program is integral, as 
well as establishing expectations through a Collective Agreement document. 
Some additional pieces were created throughout the year such as a Crisis Re-
sponse Procedure and Social Media Package for Ambassadors. We’ve also 
been able to establish funding for Ambassador-led projects. We will be revising 
and building on these pieces in addition to the Ambassadors of Hope Guide – a 
guiding document for Ambassadors – so that they have all the tools they need 
to be successful in their roles. We will also be sure to incorporate the feedback 
provided from the Ambassadors in the Knowledge Reflection Monthly Meetup, 
referred to earlier in this Storybook.

THANK YOU AMBASSADORS OF HOPE 2019-2020!

Sponsors/Partnerships
The National Ambassadors of Hope Program would not be possible without 
our amazing friends and partners! We Matter would like to thank:

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1946341662165957&id=883603528439781&anchor_composer=false


I Matter. You Matter. We Matter.

www.wemattercampaign.org

https://www.facebook.com/WeMatterCampaign/
https://www.instagram.com/wematterorg/
https://twitter.com/wematterorg

